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Abstract—Depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) oriented view
synthesis has been widely employed in the current depth-based
3D video systems by synthesizing a virtual view from an arbitrary
viewpoint. However, holes may appear in the synthesized view
due to disocclusion, thus significantly degrading the quality.
Consequently, efforts have been made on developing effective
and efficient hole filling algorithms. Current hole filling tech-
niques generally extrapolate/interpolate the hole regions with
the neighboring information based on an assumption that the
texture pattern in the holes is similar to that of the neighboring
background information. However, in many scenarios especially
of complex texture, the assumption may not hold. In other words,
hole filling techniques can only provide an estimation for a
hole which may not be good enough or may even be erroneous
considering a wide variety of complex scene of images. In this
paper, we first examine the view interpolation with multiple
reference views, demonstrating that the problem of emerging
holes in a target virtual view can be greatly alleviated by making
good use of other neighboring complementary views in addition
to its two (commonly used) most neighboring primary views.
The effects of using multiple views for view extrapolation in
reducing holes are also investigated in this paper. In view of
the 3D Video and ongoing free-viewpoint TV standardization,
we propose a new view synthesis framework which employs
multiple views to synthesize output virtual views. Furthermore, a
scheme of selective warping of complementary views is developed
by efficiently locating a small number of useful pixels in the
complementary views for hole reduction, to avoid a full warping
of additional complementary views thus lowering greatly the
warping complexity. Experimental results show that the hole size
based on two primary reference views may be reduced by up to
about 70% with the help of two complementary reference views
in the case of view interpolation, while the hole size based on
one primary reference view may be reduced by about 27% with
the help of one more complementary reference view in view
extrapolation. Moreover, it is shown that by using one more
pair of views in view interpolation and one more view in view
extrapolation, 10% hole pixels may be reduced additionally.
Index Terms—3D video, depth-image-based rendering (DIBR),
view synthesis, hole generation, hole filling.
I. INTRODUCTION
FREE-viewpoint video [1], [2] is an advanced visualmedia type and has been widely recognized as the next
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generation video application, as it can provide users immersive
3D feelings while watching video. Great efforts have been put
into investigating the realization of high-quality free-viewpoint
video and the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) has
been conducting Free-viewpoint TV (FTV) standardization [3]
since 2001. In 2001, FTV was proposed to MPEG and the
corresponding 3D Audio Visual (3DAV) activity started. The
first phase of FTV, which is Multi-view Video Coding (MVC),
was initiated in 2004 and completed in 2009. The second phase
of FTV, which is known as 3D Video (3DV), started in 2007
and just completed recently. In the recent MPEG meetings
since July 2014, FTV has started a new round of exploration
experiments [4] for the third phase of FTV.
Each phase has its own target with applications in ac-
cordance with the technologies of its time. Among them,
MVC has been adopted by Blue-ray 3D, which involves only
(texture/color) video of multiple views and exploits the cor-
relation among different views to further enhance the coding
efficiency. It can provide the user a few predefined viewing
angles for watching. The current 3DV involves both texture
videos and the corresponding depth videos of multiple views,
e.g. 3 views of texture and depth videos in the recommended
configuration. These views are sent in the encoder side while
a larger number of views can be generated at the receiver side
based on these views by employing view synthesis. It generally
targets the multiview displays with views less than about 30.
The newly started FTV exploration experiment aims at two
specific applications, super multiview video and free viewpoint
navigation, which requires the system to be able to synthesize
dense views and specified views. Both the current 3DV and
the newly started FTV need to provide virtual views using
the received multiple views (decoded on the user side), which
makes the view synthesis a key component in the processing
chain of the 3D video system.
Depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) oriented view synthe-
sis [5], [6] is one of the representative view synthesis methods
[7]–[10] due to its capability in rendering virtual views at
arbitrary viewpoints. An inherent problem in DIBR view
synthesis is that the regions occluded by the foreground objects
in the reference view may become visible in the synthesized
view. These exposed areas known as holes in the virtual view
will greatly degrade the quality of the synthesized image if not
being dealt with properly. In a typical view interpolation by
utilizing two nearst neighboring views (noted as primary views
throughout this paper) to synthesize an in-between virtual
view, the disocclusion problem can be alleviated to some
extent as uncovered regions in one view may be visible in
the other view and thus some of the holes may be filled by
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2merging the two different synthesized views. However, some
holes may still remain in the merged view.
There are currently some works on hole filling [11]–[19]
available in the literature. Most of them employ image inpaint-
ing techniques [11]–[15] as they have been widely used to fill
cracks or selected regions of an image. Considering that holes
generated in view synthesis are exposed regions occluded by
foreground objects, filling holes with background information
is more plausible. In [16], a depth based inpainting method
was proposed for hole filling where the non-hole regions of
smaller depth values neighboring to the holes are regarded
as background and used for filling up the holes. However,
there are cases where no background information is available
near a hole region, and such a method may fail. In [18],
[19], the view interpolation cases are examined while the
distribution of the background around a hole is thoroughly
studied. Accordingly a hole filling method was proposed
based on occluded information which belongs to background.
There are also methods [17] exploiting temporal correlation
information to fill up holes, which may not be applicable for
image view synthesis discussed in this paper. Though relatively
good performance are shown in these works under some
circumstances, they may not perform well in the cases when
the holes are large and/or the texture of the hole regions is too
complex to be predicted with the neighboring information. The
hole filling techniques only provide an estimation for the hole
regions based on the assumption that the pixels of the hole
regions are similar to its neighboring non-hole regions in an
image or non-hole regions in the neighboring temporal frames.
Accordingly, quality of a filled region is constrained by how
well the assumption may hold.
On the other hand, in the ongoing 3DV system or the newly
started FTV system, generally at least three views of both
texture and associated depth videos are coded and sent to
the decoder side, which may provide more information for
view synthesis with all the texture and depth videos. In our
previous work [20], we proposed to use multiple reference
views for hole reduction which can efficiently reduce the
holes. In this paper, it is further developed by proposing
a new framework which takes all the available views into
consideration in synthesizing virtual views. Moreover, hole
reduction with complementary views in view extrapolation is
discussed as well as in view interpolation. It is shown and
verified in experiments that using all the available views can
assist reducing holes while synthesizing virtual views. The
main contributions of our paper are summarized as follows.
(1) We perform a thorough examination of the hole genera-
tion process with multiple reference views in the DIBR view
interpolation and view extrapolation, respectively.
(2) We obtain analytical results that the complementary
views are useful for hole reduction under certain circumstances
and the reduction effect can be calculated quantitatively.
Accordingly, a new view synthesis framework exploiting all
possible views available is developed.
(3) We develop a selective warping scheme, which only
selects the most relevant pixels (instead of full warping) of
the complementary views, to lower the rendering complexity.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II
C
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Fig. 1. An example configuration for 3D video with texture and
depth videos of three views.
thoroughly examines the mechanism of hole generation with
multiple reference views in view interpolation and view ex-
trapolation, respectively. Section III presents the proposed
selective warping scheme which selects only relevant pixels in
the complementary views in the warping. Experimental results
are shown in Section IV, and conclusion remarks are drawn
in Section V.
II. VIEW SYNTHESIS USING MULTIPLE REFERENCE
VIEWS FOR HOLE REDUCTION
DIBR view synthesis generally consists of three steps:
DIBR warping, view merging and hole filling. In the DIBR
warping process, pixels in the reference views are projected
into the 3D world using the respective depth data and then re-
projected to the to-be-synthesized virtual view. The difference
of an associated pixel in terms of location in the reference
view and the synthesized view is referred to as disparity. In
the commonly used parallel camera configuration [21], the
vertical disparity is zero and only horizontal shifting of the
reference image pixels is involved in the 3D warping process
[22]. Therefore, for simplicity and without loss of generality,
only the horizontal shifting line by line is considered in
the following analysis throughout the paper. The horizontal
disparity magnitude as the horizontal displacement for each
pixel can be obtained by [22]
d =
f · l
z
(1)
where f , l and z represent, respectively, the camera focal
length, baseline length between the reference view and the
target view, and the depth value of the pixel. In view in-
terpolation, there are usually two reference views used for
view synthesis. Accordingly, two warped virtual views are
obtained with the DIBR warping and then merged together.
In this process, certain holes generated in one warped view
are compensated by the other warped view. Thus the holes
are greatly reduced. On the other hand, view extrapolation
generally only employs one reference view and thus no view
merging is employed, leading to more holes. At last, hole
filling is applied to fill up the holes in the merged view
(for view interpolation) or in the warped view (for view
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Fig. 2. View interpolation: illustration of 3D warping process using two primary views and one right complementary view in the F-B-F-B
setting.
extrapolation) as the final virtual view. Details will be further
explained in the following Subsections.
A. Multiple Reference Views for View Interpolation: Hole
Reduction
In a typical view interpolation as shown in Fig. 1, two
primary reference views are warped to the same viewpoint
and fused together to generate a merged view. Some of holes
appearing in one warped view may be complemented by the
corresponding non-hole region in the other warped view, while
the remaining holes in the merged view are the regions that are
occluded in both views. These holes may degrade the quality
of the virtual view to a great extent in certain scenarios. On
the other hand, in the current 3DV and ongoing FTV system,
there are generally more than two views available as shown
in Fig. 1, and those complementary views may be helpful in
improving the quality of the virtual view. Although there are
multiple views available on the user side, there has been no
thorough investigation on using multiple views for DIBR view
synthesis yet. Hence, in the following, we will examine the
hole generation mechanism in view interpolation and discuss
whether the complementary views are useful in reducing the
holes, specifically why and how the complementary views may
help reduce holes if so.
Consider a DIBR view synthesis process with three
reference views of a scene, i.e., the left primary (LP),
right primary (RP) and right complementary (RC) views
in a foreground-background-foreground-background (F-B-F-
B) setting as shown in Fig. 2, where the central viewpoint
between the left and right primary views is to be synthesized.
To better distinguish the foreground and background, the
foreground pixels and background pixels are drawn separately
as shown in Fig. 2. The foreground boundary points of the
views will be warped to the same point since the corresponding
foreground boundary points are associated with the same point
in the 3D scene. Accordingly, the 3D warping process can
be simplified as shown in Fig. 2. We denote the locations
of the six foreground and background boundary points (from
left to right) in the three reference views by xi(LP ), xi(RP )
and xi(RC), i = 1, 2, ..., 6, which represent the location
of the i-th boundary point in the left primary (LP), right
primary (RP) and right complementary (RC) reference views,
respectively. For the primary and complementary views, the
length of the left background segment and the length of
the right foreground segment are denoted by lBG and lFG,
respectively. For simplicity and without loss of generality, the
depth values of the two foreground segments are assumed
to share the same depth value, and the same for the two
background segments. Similar results can be obtained with
varying depth values for the foreground and background
segments, respectively. The magnitudes of horizontal disparity
differences between foreground and background with respect
to the virtual viewpoint for the primary and complementary
views are denoted by ∆dp and ∆ds, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 2, the 18 boundary points xi in the
three reference views (6 in each) are mapped to yi in the
warped virtual views, respectively. For example, y2(LP ) is the
corresponding warped point of x2(LP ), whereas y6(RC) in
the RC warped virtual view corresponds to x6(RC) in the RC
reference view. As the foreground boundary points x1(LP ),
x1(RP ), x1(RC) in the three reference views are associated
with the same point in the 3D scene, they are expected to be
mapped to the same point in the virtual view, which suggests
y1(LP ) = y1(RP ) = y1(RC) ≡ y1. Such three to one point
mapping also applies for the other two foreground boundary
points x4 and x5, which means y4(LP ) = y4(RP ) =
y4(RC) ≡ y4 and y5(LP ) = y5(RP ) = y5(RC) ≡ y5.
Since the depth values of each segment are assumed to be
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Fig. 3. View extrapolation: illustration of 3D warping process using one primary and one complementary view in the B-F-B setting.
the same, the length of each segment will remain unchanged
when warped into the virtual view. As indicated in Fig. 2,
the locations of other warped boundary points in the virtual
view can be obtained based on their horizontal disparity. As
a summary, the locations of the warped boundary points with
reference to y1 in the virtual view follow
y2(LP ) = y1 + 1 + ∆dp
y3(LP ) = y1 + lBG + ∆dp
y6(LP ) = y1 + lBG + lFG + 1 + ∆dp
y2(RP ) = y1 + 1−∆dp
y3(RP ) = y1 + lBG −∆dp
y6(RP ) = y1 + lBG + lFG + 1−∆dp
y2(RC) = y1 + 1−∆ds
y3(RC) = y1 + lBG −∆ds
y6(RC) = y1 + lBG + lFG + 1−∆ds
(2)
while the locations y4 and y5 follow{
y4 = y1 + lBG + 1
y5 = y1 + lBG + lFG
(3)
where “+1” refers to the right neighboring pixel just by one
unit (note that y1 indicates the location of the foreground
boundary point corresponding to x1 in the reference view
while “+1” refers to the starting point of the neighboring
background segment in the right as shown in Fig. 2).
When view merging is applied, two warped images of the
two primary reference views will be blended and some of
the holes will be filled by the other warped image. As can
be seen in Fig. 2, a hole from max(y3(RP ) + 1, y1 + 1)
to min(y2(LP ) − 1, y4 − 1, y6(RP ) − 1), which is known
as the conventional hole rendered based on two reference
views, appears in the blended view if the latter is larger. When
the right complementary view is taken into consideration, the
background segment starting from y6(RC) may fill part or
whole of the hole if y6(RC) is at the left side of the right
endpoint of the hole, which diminishes the hole size. That
is to say, the hole length with the complementary right view
will be reduced to the range of max(y3(RP ) + 1, y1 + 1) to
min(y2(LP ) − 1, y4 − 1, y6(RC) − 1). When y6(RC) − 1
becomes smaller than max(y3(RP ) + 1, y1 + 1), the hole
will be completely eliminated. Therefore, incorporating the
complementary right view into the view synthesis based view
interpolation is helpful to diminish holes in the merged view.
Likewise, in the case of background-foreground-
background-foreground (B-F-B-F) setting, it can be shown
that the left complementary view can be used for hole
reduction. Therefore, in the current 3DV system with three
(or more) views coded and transmitted to the decoder as
shown in Fig. 1, the complementary view(s) other than the
two primary views generally used in view synthesis can be
employed to improve the synthesis quality. In a more general
case with more depth discontinuities, it can be shown that
the complementary views can jointly help reduce holes when
an F-B-F-B setting and a B-F-B-F setting are present in the
scene. Further, the FTV system may achieve significantly
better performance in view synthesis using multiple views
(more than two views). Therefore, we propose a new view
synthesis framework to exploit multiple views in synthesizing
all the virtual views.
B. Multiple Reference Views for View Extrapolation: Hole
Reduction
View extrapolation has been investigated originally in the
application of using just one view of texture video and its
corresponding depth video to synthesize a new virtual view.
Different from view interpolation using the left and right
views together to produce an in-between virtual view, view
extrapolation only employs one reference view. It results in
more holes in a virtual view, due to the absence of the other
view in the opposite direction that can complement to fill
the holes introduced in the case of single depth discontinuity.
Among the holes, some may be diminished if complementary
views in the same direction are exploited.
Taking for example that using the left view in Fig. 1 to
synthesize views in the left beyond the covering view range,
we study whether the central view can be exploited to reduce
holes in the synthesized views. In such a setting as shown in
Fig. 1, the left view is treated as the primary view and the
central view is regarded as a complementary view. In view
interpolation, warped views from two primary reference views
are merged to produce the synthesized view, and thus the holes
appeared in the merged view present necessarily in both of
the warped views. In other words, such holes appear when
5only using one primary view for view extrapolation. Likewise,
information from the complementary view may also reduce the
hole sizes in view extrapolation under the same condition as
in Subsection A for view interpolation.
Compared to the case of view interpolation, the complemen-
tary view tends to be more helpful in reducing the holes in
view extrapolation. In view interpolation, the holes generated
in one warped view may be complemented by the other
view, which leads to no holes in the case of single depth
discontinuity and background-foreground-background (B-F-
B) discontinuity [19]. However, in the view extrapolation,
only one primary view is employed and hence holes still
remain in such cases. In the following we will show that the
complementary view may help reduce holes in such cases.
Consider the case of B-F-B discontinuity as shown in Fig. 3.
For simplicity, we also make the assumptions and the notations
of view interpolation in Subsection A, where xi(P ) and xi(C),
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, represent the locations of the i-th boundary
point in the primary and complementary reference views,
respectively, and yi(P ) and yi(C) their corresponding mapped
pixels in the primary and complementary warped virtual views,
respectively.
Similarly as we discussed in Subsection A, x2(P ) and
x2(C) will be warped to the same point in the virtual view,
and the same for x3(P ) and x3(C), which means y2(P ) =
y2(C) ≡ y2 and y3(P ) = y3(C) ≡ y3. The locations of the
other boundary points can be obtained with reference to y2 as
shown in the following.
{
y1(P ) = y2 − 1 + ∆dp
y4(P ) = y2 + lFG −∆dp{
y1(C) = y2 − 1−∆ds
y4(C) = y2 + lFG −∆ds
(4)
As indicated in Fig. 3, a hole from y1 + 1 to min(y4(P )−
1, y2 − 1) appears in the virtual view in view extrapolation
if the latter is larger. Since the baseline distance between
the virtual view and the complementary view is larger than
that between the virtual view and the primary view, ∆ds is
larger than ∆dp according to (1). Hence, when considering
the complementary view in view extrapolation, the background
segment from y4(C) to min(y4(P ) − 1, y2 − 1) may fill the
hole. It will be completely eliminated when y4(C) becomes
smaller than y1(P ) + 1. Likewise, when using view extrap-
olation to generate the virtual views on the right side of the
right view, the central view can also be useful under certain
circumstances. More generally, when we extrapolate virtual
views using one specific view, the other available views may
also be useful in addition to the closest reference one. For
example, in the case of three views as in Fig. 1, the central
view and the right view can both serve as complementary
reference views to help synthesize views on the left side of
the left view. Therefore, as suggested in Subsection A, in the
3DV and FTV systems, a new view synthesis framework to
use multiple reference views to collectively synthesize all the
virtual views would achieve higher quality than conventionally
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using one reference in view extrapolation or two references in
view interpolation.
III. SELECTIVE WARPING OF COMPLEMENTARY VIEWS
FOR HOLE REDUCTION
In the new framework of exploiting all available reference
views for synthesized views of better quality, a full warping
of any complementary view to assist in reducing the holes
would greatly aggravates the computational complexity in the
DIBR view synthesis, which is also a waste as only a small
portion of the warped view is useful for hole reduction. To
lower the complexity while still warping those pixels useful
for hole reduction, a selective warping scheme is highly
desired, in which the key is to locate the relevant pixels in
the complementary views for warping.
In view that holes are the background regions occluded
by the foreground objects in the reference views but being
visible in a synthesized view, only the background pixels of the
complementary views may be projected into the hole regions.
Therefore, the relevant pixels in the complementary views
can be located by backward warping the hole locations with
correct background depth values that are unknown yet and
to be estimated. To further lower the rendering complexity,
only the depth value of one edge pixel of a hole is estimated
and then backward warped as the other relevant pixels can be
easily located by searching its neighboring background pixels
along the same direction in the complementary views.
An illustration of the proposed selective warping from com-
plementary views is depicted in Fig. 4. First, the background
depth value in a hole is estimated. As in our previous work
[19], we have shown that the occluded background information
can be used to determine whether the information around the
hole belongs to background. After determining the background
information around the hole, the (left or right) edge pixel
of the hole which is adjacent to the background is then
6assigned by the depth value of its most adjacent background
pixel since the depth map is generally flat in the background
regions. If no background information is available around the
hole, the depth value of the closest occluded background is
treated as the depth value of the hole. With the estimated
depth value, a background pixel in a complementary view is
located by backward warping the hole edge pixel. Accordingly,
its neighboring background pixels of the hole length in the
same direction with a few more additional background pixels
(e.g., two in Fig. 4) in the neighborhood are the selected
pixels for warping. In Fig. 4, two additional background pixels
are included to accommodate some possible depth variations,
which may lead to slight changes in warping locations.
From the above, it can be seen that the proposed selective
warping process only warps a small number of the relevant
background pixels in the complementary views for hole re-
duction, thus substantially saving computation which will be
validated in the following section. Another benefit from the
selective scheme is better quality of the pixels warped in the
hole, as the warping of irrelevant pixels in the complementary
reference view can be skipped which may be associated with
inaccurate or erroneous depth values due to the state-of-the-art
and relatively poor depth generation techniques.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulations were performed based on the View Synthesis
Reference Software (VSRS) Version 3.5 [23]. Four test se-
quences Ballet, Breakdancers [24], UndoDancer [25], Shark
and Bee [26] are considered to evaluate the proposed view
synthesis schemes with multiple reference views. Note that
Shark is an FTV sequence which is different from that used in
the 3DV system. 100 frames are synthesized for Ballet, Break-
dancers, and 250 frames are synthesized for UndoDancer.
Shark is a sequence of 100 frames with the first and last
few frames containing no object but water which results in
no holes in the synthesized view. Hence, only 40 frames
from frame 46 to frame 85 of Shark are used to evaluate the
performance. On the other hand, Bee is a still image of 185
views. Among the test sequences, Ballet and Breakdancers are
of resolution 1024*768, while UndoDancer, Shark and Bee
are of resolution 1920*1088. Experiments were conducted on
a personal desktop computer of a CPU core i5 (3.2GHz) and
8 GB memory.
In the following, the conventional view interpolation result
based on the two primary views (PV) is denoted by 2PV,
while the 2PV plus the full warping and the selective warping
(SW) of two complementary views (CV) are referred to as
2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW 2CV, respectively. The conventional
view extrapolation result based on one primary view (PV) is
denoted by PV, while the PV plus the full warping and the
selective warping (SW) of one complementary view (CV) are
referred to as PV+CV and PV+SW CV, respectively. Note that
the conventional hole filling process based on image inpainting
[14], [23] is disabled in the current setting as the objective
of the experiments is to evaluate the hole size in terms of
number of pixels in the holes by different approaches. Also
a margin of 60 pixels to the image boundaries is not counted
TABLE I. VIEW INTERPOLATION: TEST SEQUENCES AND SET-
TINGS.
Sequence Target View Primary Views Complementary Views
Ballet View 4 View 3, View 5 View 1, View 7
Breakdancers View 4 View 3, View 5 View 1, View 7
Shark View 75 View 60, View 90 View 30, View 120
Bee View 100 View 75, View 125 View 50, View 150
TABLE II. VIEW INTERPOLATION: HOLE SIZE COMPARISON BY
DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN TERMS OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF PIX-
ELS IN HOLES (PER FRAME).
Sequence
Hole Size Hole Reduction (%)
2PV 2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+2CV SW 2CV 2CV SW 2CV
Ballet 877 96 210 89.02 76.09
Breakdancers 422 27 235 93.63 44.37
Shark 1715 660 818 61.49 52.27
Bee 69563 37842 46638 45.6 32.96
as the holes since the holes in this area are mainly due to the
difference in the capture angle or range of each camera instead
of disocclusion.
A. View Interpolation
The test sequences along with the specification of the
reference views and target virtual views used for view inter-
polation are shown in Table I. Table II shows the hole size
in the merged view per frame by using 2PV, 2PV+2CV and
2PV+SW 2CV, as well as the hole reduction percentages by
2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW 2CV over 2PV, respectively. It can
be seen that most of the holes (about 90% for Ballet and
Breakdancers and 60% for Shark) in the conventional 2PV
view synthesis can be filled by warping the complementary
views. Though the hole reduction by the proposed selective
warping scheme is generally less than that by the full warping,
the quality of the filled pixels in the selective warping scheme
is found to be better than that of full warping as shown in
Table III with the reason mentioned in the preceding section.
For example, for Ballet sequence, the PSNR value for the
pixels filled in the hole by 2PV+SW 2CV is more than 2
dB higher than that by 2PV+2CV (27.5 dB versus 25.2 dB).
For Breakdancers sequence, the hole reduction percentage by
the selective warping scheme appears to be not as good as
those for the Ballet and Shark sequences. It is mainly due to
the poor depth quality of the Breakdancers sequence which
significantly affects the warping performance.
Table III also shows quality comparison of the filled pixels
by the proposed methods and image inpainting with respect to
the original image. It can be seen that among the four testing
sequences except Breakdancers, the quality of the filled pixels
is generally higher than those filled by the image inpainting
method in VSRS. The reason of the inferior filling quality
for the Breakdancers is still the poor quality of its depth
map mentioned above. On the contrary, Shark is a video
sequence generated by computer graphics where the quality
of its depth maps is very high. Therefore, quality of the filled
pixels by our proposed method are much higher than those
filled by image inpainting. Note that the small differences of
the PSNR values of the pixels filled by the image inpainting
7TABLE III. VIEW INTERPOLATION: PSNR COMPARISON FOR
THE REDUCED HOLE PIXELS BY 2PV+2CV AND 2PV+SW 2CV.
(THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO COLUMNS BY THE
2PV+INPAINTING IS DUE TO THE REDUCED NUMBER OF FILLED
PIXELS BY 2PV+SW 2CV COMPARED WITH 2PV+2CV.)
Sequence
PSNR of Filled Pixels by Two Testing Approaches (dB)
2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+
Inpainting 2CV Inpainting SW 2CV
Ballet 23.28 25.23 22.94 27.47
Breakdancers 21.17 14.94 20.74 18.54
Shark 21.09 29.01 21.3 30.84
Bee 15.76 19.53 16.07 19.86
TABLE IV. VIEW INTERPOLATION: COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN TERMS OF AVERAGE RENDERING
TIME IN SEC (PER FRAME).
Sequence 2PV 2PV+2CV 2PV+SW 2CV
Ballet 0.41 0.792 0.453
Breakdancers 0.409 0.805 0.451
Shark 1.048 2.042 1.164
Bee 1.076 2.059 1.232
method (e.g., the two columns by 2PV +inpainting in Table
III) are due to that the hole pixels used in the comparisons
are different (which are determined by the reduced holes
using the 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW 2CV, respectively). To
further demonstrate the robustness of our proposed method,
Fig. 5 compares the hole sizes using different methods in
each frame of Ballet and Shark, respectively. It can be seen
that our proposed method consistently reduces the hole size
throughout all the testing frames in the video sequences. We
can also see that the performance (in terms of hole size
reduction) on Ballet is better than Shark. It is mostly due to
that our proposed methods work better on images with more
depth discontinuities as described in Section II. For Ballet,
it is a person with arms and legs that leads to more depth
discontinuities, compared with Shark. Consequently the hole
size reduced by our proposed methods for Ballet is larger than
that of Shark. PSNR comparison of our proposed methods
against image inpainting for each frame of Shark is shown
in Fig. 6. It can be seen that our proposed method generally
shows higher quality than image inpainting.
Fig. 7 shows some snapshots of the synthesized images by
the three approaches. The pictures in each row from left to
right demonstrate the synthesized views using 2PV, 2PV+2CV
and 2PV+SW 2CV, respectively, with holes indicated in green.
It can be clearly seen that most of the holes can be reduced
or eliminated by including the warping of the complementary
views in the 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW 2CV schemes. Also,
from the pictures of Breakdancers in the second row, it is
visible that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by
the selective warping approach appears to be better than that
by the full warping approach (that is, the pixels filled by the
SW 2CV look to be much closer to background pixels). Note
that the contour noise around the hole is due to the inaccurate
depth values near the object boundary and the color bleeding
effect of the texture images, known as boundary artifact or
boundary noise in view synthesis [27].
To compare the complexity, the rendering time per frame
by each scheme is tabulated in Table IV. It can be seen that
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Fig. 6. PSNR comparison by different approaches on the frame basis
in view interpolation for Shark.
the rendering time by 2PV+2CV is about 2 times of that by
2PV as expected, while the selective warping scheme only
increases about 12% rendering time over the 2PV by reducing
the complexity of fully warping two complementary views
by 88% in average. Note that the time of loading frames of
different views and producing output frames is ignored since
8TABLE V. VIEW INTERPOLATION: HOLE SIZE COMPARISON BY
DIFFERENT APPROACHES (USING ANOTHER PAIR OF VIEWS) IN
TERMS OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF PIXELS IN HOLES (PER FRAME).
Sequence
Hole Size Hole Reduction (%)
2PV 2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+4CV SW 4CV 4CV SW 4CV
Shark 1715 385 570 77.54 66.77
Bee 69563 32757 42457 52.91 38.97
TABLE VI. VIEW INTERPOLATION: PSNR COMPARISON (dB) FOR
THE HOLE PIXELS FILLED BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES.
Sequence
2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+ 2PV+
2CV+ SW 2CV+ 4CV+ SW 4CV+
Inpainting Inpainting Inpainting Inpainting Inpainting
Shark 19.97 21.97 21.95 22.93 22.87
Bee 16.32 18.01 17.65 18.82 18.39
TABLE VII. VIEW INTERPOLATION: COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES (USING ANOTHER PAIR OF VIEWS) IN
TERMS OF AVERAGE RENDERING TIME IN SEC (PER FRAME).
Sequence 2PV 2PV+4CV 2PV+SW 4CV
Shark 1.030 2.592 1.247
Bee 1.045 2.980 1.357
in the practical applications all the views would be loaded
together to produce outputs of different views.
Moreover, to illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed
framework in synthesizing a virtual view using all available
views, we further conduct an experiment by using another
two complementary views (i.e., four complementary views
and two primary views) for view synthesis. The results of
the hole sizes are tabulated in Table V. Due to the limited
number of views available, only Shark and Bee is used in the
test. For Shark, View 9 (which is the smallest view number
provided) and View 150 are used in addition to the setting in
2PV+2CV while for Bee, View 50 and View 150 are used. It
can be seen from Tables II and V that around 10% hole pixels
are reduced additionally by 2PV+4CV (or 2PV+SW 4CV)
compared against 2PV+2CV (or 2PV+SW 2CV) using two
farther complementary views. The PSNR comparison using
different approaches are shown in Table VI, where the PSNRs
of all the hole pixels are used. It can be seen that by using
extra complementary views, the quality is further improved. If
only considering the hole pixels filled by 2PV+ 4CV or 2PV+
SW 4CV, the quality can be much better than those filled
by 2PV+inpainting. Taking Shark for example, the quality
of hole pixels filled by 2PV+4CV reaches 28.48 dB while
only 20.79 dB for 2PV+inpainting, and the quality of hole
pixels filled by 2PV+SW 4CV reaches 30.45 dB while 21.14
dB for 2PV+inpainting. The complexity comparison of using
additional complementary views is shown in Table VII, where
for the selective warping approach, around 25.4% time is
increased. Compared with the time increase shown in Table
IV, the time increase is doubled, which can be expected
since warping additional complementary views uses the same
approach as warping the first pair of complementary views.
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indicated in green. It can be clearly seen that most of the holes 
can be reduced or eliminated by including the warping of the 
complementary views in 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV 
schemes. Also, from the pictures of Breakdancers, it is visible 
that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by the 
selective warping approach is better than that of the full 
warping approach (the filled pixels by the SW_2CV is much 
closer to background pixels). Note that the noise around the 
hole is not due to the warping of the complementary views, 
which is generated in the warping process because of the 
inaccurate depth values around the object boundary and the 
color bleeding effect of the texture images, known as boundary 
artifact or boundary noise [22-23]. 
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views of Ballet, Breakdancers and 
Shark  sequences. The pictures from left to right represent the synthesized 
views using 2PV, 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV, respectively, with holes in 
green.  
B. View Extrapolation 
In view Extrapolation, for Ballet and Breakdancers view 5 is 
used as the primary view to synthesize view 7and view 3 is used 
as the complementary view. For BookArrival, view 6 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 2 and view 10 is used as 
the complementary view. For UndoDancer, view 5 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 9 and view 1 is used as the 
complementary view. For Shark, view 75 is used as the primary 
view to synthesize view 90 and view 60 is used as the 
complementary view. Table IV tabulates the hole size per 
frame in the merged view by using PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV, as well as the hole reduction percentages by 
PV+CV and PV+SW_CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen 
that using multiple views for view extrapolation can achieve 
27.8% hole reduction in average and the selective warping 
scheme can achieve 17.1% hole reduction in average. The 
performance is not as good as for view interpolation which is 
because in view extrapolation most of the holes are generated 
in the case of single discontinuity. It can also be seen that the 
performance of view extrapolation using multiple views differs 
much among different sequences, indicating that the content of 
the scene and the baseline length of each sequence are the key 
elements in determining the performance of view extrapolation 
using multiple views. Table V tabulates the complexity 
comparison results in terms of rendering time per frame. It can 
be seen that the rendering time for PV+CV increases about 
61.6% in average compared to PV, while the PV + SW_CV 
only increases about 17.2% in average. Also, some snapshots 
of different synthesized images by PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV are shown in Fig. 8. 
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indicated in green. It can be clearly seen that most of the holes 
can be reduced or eliminated by including the warping of the 
complementary views in 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV 
schemes. Also, from the pictures of Breakdancers, it is visible 
that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by the 
selective warping approach is better than that of the full 
warping approach (the filled pixels by the SW_2CV is much 
closer to background pixels). Note that the noise around the 
hole is not due to the warping of the complementary views, 
which is generated in the warping process because of the 
inaccurate depth values around the object boundary and the 
color bleeding effect of the texture images, known as boundary 
artifact or boundary noise [22-23]. 
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views of Ballet, Breakdancers and 
Shark  sequences. The pictures from left to right represent the synthesized 
views usi g 2PV, 2PV+2CV a d 2PV+SW_2CV, respectively, with holes in 
green.  
B. View Extrapolation 
In view Extrapolation, for Ballet and Breakdancers view 5 is 
used as the primary view to synthesize view 7and view 3 is used 
as the complementary view. For BookArrival, view 6 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 2 and view 10 is used as 
the complementary view. For UndoDancer, view 5 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 9 and view 1 is used as the 
complementary view. For Shark, view 75 is used as the primary 
view to synthesize view 90 and view 60 is used as the 
complementary view. Table IV tabulates the hole size per 
frame in the merged view by using PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV, as well as the hole reduction percentages by 
PV+CV and PV+SW_CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen 
that using multiple views for view extrapolation can achieve 
27.8% hole reduction in average and the selective warping 
scheme can achieve 17.1% hole reduction in average. The 
performance is not as good as for view interpolation which is 
because in view extrapolation most of the holes are generated 
in the case of single discontinuity. It can also be seen that the 
performance of view extrapolation using multiple views differs 
much among different sequences, indicating that the content of 
the scene and the baseline length of each sequence are the key 
elements in determining the performance of view extrapolation 
using multiple views. Table V tabulates the complexity 
comparison results in terms of rendering time per frame. It can 
be seen that the rendering time for PV+CV increases about 
61.6% in average compared to PV, while the PV + SW_CV 
only increases about 17.2% in average. Also, some snapshots 
of different synthesized images by PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV are shown in Fig. 8. 
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indicated in green. It can be clearly seen that most of the holes 
can be reduced or eliminated by including the warping of the 
complementary views in 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV 
schemes. Also, from the pictures of Breakdancers, it is visible 
that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by the 
selective warping approach is better than that of the full 
warping approach (the filled pixels by the SW_2CV is much 
closer to background pixels). Note that the noise around the 
hole is not due to the warping of the complementary views, 
which is generated in the warping process because of the 
inaccurate depth values around the object boundary and the 
color bleeding effect of the texture images, known as boundary 
artifact or boundary noise [22-23]. 
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views of Ballet, Breakdancers and 
Shark  sequences. The pictures from left to right represent the synthesized 
views using 2PV, 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV, respectively, with holes in 
green.  
B. View Extrapolation 
In view Extrapolation, for Ballet and Breakdancers view 5 is 
used as the primary view to synthesize view 7and view 3 is used 
as the complement ry view. For BookArrival, view 6 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 2 and view 10 is used as 
the complementary view. For UndoDancer, view 5 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 9 and view 1 is used as the 
complementary view. For Shark, view 75 is used as the primary 
view to synthesize view 90 and view 60 is used as the 
complementary view. Table IV tabulates the hole size per 
frame in the merged view by using PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV, as well as the hole reduction percentages by 
PV+CV and PV+SW_CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen 
that using multiple views for view extrapolation can achieve 
27.8% hole reduction in average and the selective warping 
scheme can achieve 17.1% hole reduction in average. The 
performance is not as good as for view interpolation which is 
because in view extrapolation most of the holes are generated 
in the case of single discontinuity. It can also be seen that the 
performance of view extrapolation using multiple views differs 
much among different sequences, indicating that the content of 
the scene and the baseline length of each sequence are the key 
elements in determining the performance of view extrapolation 
using multiple views. Table V tabulates the complexity 
comparison results in terms of rendering time per frame. It can 
be seen that the rendering time for PV+CV increases about 
61.6% in average compared to PV, while the PV + SW_CV 
only increases about 17.2% in average. Also, some snapshots 
of different synthesized images by PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV are shown in Fig. 8. 
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indicated in green. It can be clearly seen that most of the holes 
can be reduced or eliminated by including the warping of the 
complementary views in 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV 
schemes. Also, from the pictures of Breakdancers, it is visible 
that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by the 
sele tive warping approach is bett r than that f the full 
warping approach (the filled pixels by the SW_2CV is much 
loser to background pixels). Note that the noise around the 
hol  is not due t  the warping of the complementary iews, 
which is generated in the warping process becaus  of t  
inac urate de th values round the object boundary and the 
color bleeding effect of the textur  images, known as boundary 
artifact r boundary noise [22-23]. 
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views of Ballet, Breakdancers and 
Shark  sequences. The pictures from left to right represent the synthesized 
views usi g 2PV, 2PV+2CV a d 2PV+SW_2CV, resp ctively, with holes in 
green.  
B. View Extrapolation 
In view Extrapolation, for Ballet and Breakdancers view 5 is 
used a  the primary view to synthesize view 7and vie  3 is used 
as the complement ry view. For BookArrival, view 6 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 2 and view 10 is used as 
the complementary view. For UndoDancer, view 5 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize vi w 9 and view 1 is used as the 
complem ntary view. For Shark, view 75 is use  as the primary 
view to synthesize view 90 and view 60 is used as the 
complementary view. Table IV tabul tes the hole size per 
frame in th  merged view by usi g PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV, as well as the hole reduction percentage  by 
PV+CV and PV+SW_CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen 
that using multiple views for view extrapolation can achiev  
27.8% hole reduction in average and he selectiv  warping 
scheme can achieve 17.1% hole reduction in average. The 
performance is not as good as f r view interpolation which is 
because in view extrapolation most of the holes are gen rat d 
in the case of single discontinuity. It can also be see  that th  
performance of view extrapolation using multiple views differs 
much among different sequences, indicating that the content of 
the scene and the baseline length of each sequence are t e key 
elements in d termining the performance of view extrapolation
using multiple vi ws. Table V abulate  the complexity
comparison results in terms of render time er frame. It can
be seen that the rendering time for PV+CV incr ases about
61.6% in verage compared to PV, while the PV + SW_CV
only i creases about 17.2% in average. Also, some snapshots
of different synthesized images y PV, PV+CV and
PV+SW_CV are shown in Fig. 8. 
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indicated in green. It can be clearly seen that most of the holes 
can be reduced or eliminated by including the warping of the 
complementary views in 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV 
schemes. Also, from the pictures of Breakdancers, it is visible 
that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by the 
sele tive warping approach is bett r than that f the full
warping approach (the filled pixels by the SW_2CV is much
loser to background pixels). Note that the noise around the
hol  is not due t  the warping of the complementary ews,
which is generated in the warping process becaus  of
inac urate de th values round the object boundary and the
color bleeding effec  of the textur  images, known as boundary
artifact r boundary noise [22-23]. 
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views of Ballet, Breakdancers and 
Shark  sequences. The pictures from left to right represent the synthesized 
views using 2PV, 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV, respectively, with holes in 
green.  
B. View Extrapolation 
In view Extrapolation, for Ballet and Breakdancers view 5 is 
used as the primary view to synthesize view 7and vie  3 is used 
as the compl mentary vi w. For Bo kArrival, view 6 is us d as
the primary view to synthesize view 2 and view 10 is used as 
the complementary view. For UndoDancer, view 5 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize vi w 9 and view 1 is used as the
complem ntary view. For Shark, view 75 is use  as the primary
view t  synthesize view 90 and view 60 is used as the
complementary view. Table IV tabul tes the hole siz  per
frame in th  merged view by usi g PV, PV+CV and
PV+SW_CV, as well as the hole reduction percentage by
PV+CV and PV+SW_CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen
that using multiple views for view extrapolation can achiev
27.8% hole reduction in average and he selectiv  warping
scheme can achieve 17.1% hole reduction in average. The
performance is not as good as f r view interpolation which is
because i  view extrapolation most of the holes are gen rat d
in the case of s ngle discontinuity. It can also be see  that th
performance of view extrapolation using multiple views differs
much among different sequences, indicating that the content of
the scene and the baseline length of each sequence are t e key
elements in d termining the performance of vi w extrapolation
using multiple vi ws. Table V abulates the complexity
comparison results in terms of render time er frame. It can
be seen that the re dering time for PV+CV incr ases about
61.6% in verage compared to PV, while the PV + SW_CV
only i creases about 17.2% in aver ge. Also, some snapsh ts
of different synthesized images y PV, PV+CV and
PV+SW_CV are hown in Fig. 8. 
TABLE IV 
(b) Breakdancers
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indicated in green. It can be clearly seen that most of the holes 
can be reduced or eliminated by including the warping of the 
complementary views in 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV 
schemes. Also, from the pictures of Breakdancers, it is visible 
that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by the 
selective warping approach is better than that of the full 
warping approach (the filled pixels by the SW_2CV is much 
closer to background pixels). Note that the noise around the 
hole is not due to the warping of the comple entary views, 
which is generated in the warping pr cess because of the 
inaccurat  d pth alues around the object boundary and th  
color bleeding effect of the ex ure i ages, known as boundary 
artifact or boundary noi  [22-23]. 
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views of Ballet, Breakdancers and 
Shark  sequences. The pictures from left to right represent the synthesized 
views using 2PV, 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV, respectively, with holes in 
green.  
B. View Extrapolation 
In view Extrapolation, for Ballet and Breakdancers view 5 is 
used as the primary view to synthesize view 7and view 3 is used 
as the complementary view. For BookArrival, view 6 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 2 and view 10 is used as 
the complementary view. For UndoDancer, view 5 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 9 and view 1 is used as the 
complementary view. For Shark, view 75 is used as the primary 
view to synthesize view 90 and view 60 is used as the 
complementary view. Table IV tabulates the hole size per 
frame in the merged view by using PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV, as well as the hole reduction percentages by 
PV+CV and PV+SW_CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen 
that using multiple views for view extrapolation can achieve 
27.8% hole reduction in average and the selective warping 
scheme can achieve 17.1% hole reduction in average. The 
performance is not as good as for view interpolation which is 
because in view extrapolation most of the holes are generated 
in the case of single discontinuity. It can also be seen that the 
performance of view extrapolation using multiple views differs 
much among different sequences, indicating that the content of 
the scene and the baseline length of each sequence are the key 
elements in determining the performance of view extrapolation 
using multiple views. Table V tabulates the complexity 
comparison results in terms of rendering time per frame. It can 
be seen that the rendering time for PV+CV increases about 
61.6% in average compared to PV, while the PV + SW_CV 
only increases about 17.2% in average. Also, some snapshots 
of different synthesized images by PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV are shown in Fig. 8. 
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indicated in green. It can be clearly seen that ost of the holes 
can be reduced or eli inated by including the warping of the 
co ple entary views in 2PV+2CV and 2PV+S _2CV 
sche es. Also, fro  the pictures of Breakdancers, it is visible 
that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by the 
selective warping approach is better than that of the full 
warping approach (the filled pixels by the S _2CV is uch 
closer to background pixels). Note that the noise around the 
hole is not due to the warping of the co plementary views, 
which is generated in the warping process because of the 
inaccurate depth values around the object boundary and the 
color bleeding effect of the texture i ages, known as boundary 
artifact or boundary noise [22-23]. 
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views of Ballet, Breakdancers and 
Shark  sequences. The pictures from left to right represent the synthesized 
views using 2PV, 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV, respectively, with holes in 
green.  
B. View Extrapolation 
In view Extrapolation, for Ballet and Breakdancers view 5 is 
used as the primary view to synthesize view 7and view 3 is used 
as the complementary view. For BookArrival, view 6 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 2 and view 10 is used as 
the complementary view. For UndoDancer, view 5 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 9 and view 1 is used as the 
complementary view. For Shark, view 75 is used as the primary 
view to synthesize view 90 and view 60 is used as the 
complementary view. Table IV tabulates the hole size per 
frame in the merged view by using PV, PV+CV and 
PV+S _CV, as well as the hole reduction percentages by 
PV+CV and PV+S _CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen 
that using multiple views for view extrapolation can achieve 
27.8% hole reduction in average and the selective warping 
scheme can achieve 17.1% hole reduction in average. The 
performance is not as good as for view interpolation which is 
because in view extrapolation most of the holes are generated 
in the case of single discontinuity. It can also be seen that the 
performance of view extrapolation using multiple views differs 
much among different sequences, indicating that the content of 
the scene and the baseline length of each sequence are the key 
elements in determining the performance of view extrapolation 
using multiple views. Table V tabulates the complexity 
comparison results in terms of rendering time per frame. It can 
be seen that the rendering time for PV+CV increases about 
61.6% in average compared to PV, while the PV + S _CV 
only increases about 17.2% in average. Also, some snapshots 
of different synthesized images by PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV are shown in Fig. 8. 
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indicated in green. It can be clearly seen that most of the holes 
can be reduced or eliminated by including the warping of the 
complementary views in 2PV+2CV and 2PV+SW_2CV 
schemes. Also, from the pictures of Breakdancers, it is visible 
that the quality of the pixels filled in the big hole by the 
selective warping approach is better than that of the full 
warping approach (the filled pixels by the SW_2CV is much 
closer to background pixels). Note that the noise around the 
hole is not due to the warping of the complement ry views, 
which is generated in the warping process because of the 
inaccurate depth v lues around the object b undary and the 
color bleeding effect of the texture images, known as boundary 
artifact or boundary noise [22-23]. 
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views of Ballet, Breakdancers and 
Shark  sequences. The pictures from left to right represent the synthesized 
views usi g 2PV, 2PV+2CV a d 2PV+SW_2CV, respectively, with holes in 
green.  
B. View Extrapolation 
In view Extrapolation, for Ballet and Breakdancers view 5 is 
used as the primary view to synthesize view 7and view 3 is used 
as the complementary view. For BookArrival, view 6 is used as 
the primary view to synthesize view 2 and view 10 is used as 
the complementary view. For UndoDancer, view 5 is used as 
t e ri ar  vie  to synthesize view 9 and view 1 is used as the 
complementary view. For Shark, view 75 is used as the primary 
view to s nthesize view 90 and view 60 is used as t e 
c le e tar  view. Table IV tabulates the hole size per 
frame in the merged view by using PV, PV+CV and 
PV+SW_CV, as well as the hole reduction percentages by 
PV+CV and PV+SW_CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen 
that using multiple views for view extrapolation ca  achieve 
27.8% hole reduction in a erage and the selective warping 
scheme can achieve 17.1% hole reduction in average. The 
performance is not as good as for view interpolation hich is 
because in view extrapolation most of the holes are generated 
in the case of si gle disc ntinuity. It can also be seen t at the 
performa ce of view extrap lation using multiple views differs 
much among different sequences, indicating that the content of 
the scene and the baseline length of each sequence are the key 
elements i  determining the performance of view extrapolation 
using multiple views. Table V tabulates the complexit  
co pariso  results in terms of rendering time per frame. It ca  
be seen that the rendering time for PV+CV increases about 
61.6% in average compared to PV, while the PV + SW_CV 
only increases about 17.2% in average. Also, som  snapsh ts 
of different synthesized images by PV, PV CV and 
PV+SW_CV are shown in Fig. 8. 
 
TABLE IV 
(c) Shark
9(d) Bee
Fig. 7. Snapshots of some synthesized views. The pictures from
left to right denote the synthesized views using 2PV, 2PV+2CV and
2PV+SW 2CV, respectively, with holes in green.
TABLE VIII. VIEW EXTRAPOLATION: TEST SEQUENCES AND
SETTINGS.
Sequence Target View Primary Views Complementary Views
Ballet View 7 View 5 View 3
Breakdancers View 7 View 5 View 3
UndoDander View 9 View 5 View 1
Shark View 90 View 75 View 60
Bee View 100 View 75 View 50
B. View Extrapolation
The test sequences used for view extrapolation are listed
in Table VIII together with the specification of the target
view to be synthesized, primary views and complementary
views for reference. Table IX shows the hole sizes per frame
in the merged view by using PV, PV+CV and PV+SW CV,
as well as the hole reduction percentages by PV+CV and
PV+SW CV over PV, respectively. It can be seen that using
multiple views for view extrapolation can achieve 26.5% hole
reduction in average, while the selective warping scheme can
achieve 16.53% hole reduction in average. The performance
is not as good as that in view interpolation, with the reason
that in view extrapolation most of the holes are generated in
the case of single depth discontinuity (in view interpolation,
these holes will be compensated by the other warped view).
It can also be seen that the performance of view extrapolation
using multiple views differs much among different sequences,
indicating that the depth dynamic of the scene and the baseline
length of each sequence are the key elements in determining
the performance of view extrapolation. Table X shows quality
comparison of the filled pixels by the proposed methods and
image inpainting with respect to the original image. It can be
seen that our proposed method achieves much better quality
than the image inpainting scheme in terms of PSNR.
Some snapshots of different synthesized images by PV,
PV+CV and PV+SW CV are shown in Fig. 8. The pictures
from left to right in each row denote the virtual views
TABLE IX. VIEW EXTRAPOLATION: HOLE SIZE COMPARISON
BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN TERMS OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF
PIXELS IN HOLES (PER FRAME).
Sequence
Hole Size Hole Reduction (%)
PV PV+ PV+ PV+ PV+CV SW CV CV SW CV
Ballet 99781 30208 67305 69.73 32.55
Breakdancers 24372 15720 17402 35.50 28.60
UndoDancer 30058 28769 29240 4.29 2.72
Shark 60304 54065 54586 10.35 9.48
Bee 304112 265789 275889 12.6 9.28
TABLE X. VIEW EXTRAPOLATION: PSNR COMPARISON FOR THE
REDUCED HOLE PIXELS BY PV+CV AND PV+SW CV.
Sequence
PSNR of Filled Pixels by Two Testing Approaches (dB)
PV+ PV+ PV+ PV+
Inpainting CV Inpainting SW CV
Ballet 17.88 23.71 19.02 25.45
Breakdancers 19.25 21.52 19.23 21.52
UndoDancer 11.5 17.88 12.85 21.83
Shark 21.91 24.41 22.18 25.4
Bee 15.47 17.02 15.38 18.16
TABLE XI. VIEW EXTRAPOLATION: COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN TERMS OF AVERAGE RENDERING
TIME IN SEC (PER FRAME).
Sequence PV PV+CV 2PV+SW CV
Ballet 0.178 0.343 0.231
Breakdancers 0.192 0.369 0.229
UndoDancer 0.5 0.976 0.584
Shark 0.495 0.956 0.582
Bee 0.468 0.889 0.64
TABLE XII. VIEW EXTRAPOLATION: HOLE SIZE COMPARISON
BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES (USING AN EXTRA COMPLEMENTARY
VIEW) IN TERMS OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF PIXELS IN HOLES (PER
FRAME).
Sequence
Hole Size Hole Reduction (%)
PV PV+ PV+ PV+ PV+2CV SW 2CV 2CV SW 2CV
Ballet 99781 10745 57988 89.23 41.88
Breakdancers 24372 10435 14301 57.18 41.32
Shark 60304 19262 20310 20.15 15.8
Bee 304112 246949 266387 18.8 12.4
synthesized with PV, PV+CV and PV+SW CV, respectively,
where holes are indicated in green. It can be seen that holes
in the synthesized view by using the complementary view can
be greatly reduced and in some cases are even completely
eliminated. A comparison of the synthesized views (snapshots
of UndoDancer) using image inpainting and the proposed
methods is shown in Fig. 9. As shown in the figure, for
the hole between the two hands, there is not much relevant
information around to help fill up the hole and consequently
the filled pixels by image inpainting based on the irrelevant
neighboring information deviate from the original ones. On the
other hand, our proposed method reduces holes using pixels
of other camera captured views based on the DIBR warping in
the same way as other non-hole pixels, thus showing a better
quality. Table XI shows the complexity comparisons in terms
of rendering time per frame in average in the same way as in
Table IV. It can be seen that the time increase percentage is
very similar as that of view interpolation.
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Experiments on using even farther complementary views
to assist the view extrapolation are also conducted where the
results are tabulated in Table XII. As can be seen from Table
XII, Ballet, Breakdancers, Shark and Bee are used for testing
and the extra complementary views for the sequences are View
1, View 1, View 30 and View 25, respectively. In comparison
against Table IX, it can be seen that using one additional view
in view extrapolation, about 10% in average of hole pixels are
reduced additionally.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has examined the hole generation and reduction
in view interpolation and extrapolation using multiple refer-
ence views. It is shown that hole sizes in a synthesized view
based on two primary views in view interpolation and one
primary view in view extrapolation can be reduced by warping
of the complementary views under certain mild conditions.
Specifically, the conditions for hole reduction and the lengths
of the reduced holes in both cases have been obtained. Accord-
ingly, we have proposed a new view synthesis framework to
synthesize virtual views using all the available reference views,
which may be significantly useful for the 3DV and ongoing
FTV project. In this framework complementary views have
been warped to help reduce holes for high quality synthesized
views. Furthermore, to lower the complexity of fully warping
the complementary views, a selective warping scheme has
been developed by locating a small portion of relevant pixels in
the complementary views for hole filling. Experimental results
have demonstrated that the proposed framework can effectively
and efficiently reduce the hole sizes in both view interpolation
and view extrapolation.
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Fig. 8. Snapshots of the synthesized views. The pictures from left to
right are the synthesized views using PV, PV+CV and PV+SW CV,
respectively, with holes in green.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the synthesized views (snapshots of Undo-
Dancer) using different approaches. From left to right and top to
down, the pictures are the synthesized views using PV, PV+image
inpainting, PV+CV, and PV+SW CV, respectively, with holes in
green.
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